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                                ABSTRACT
        The relative phase shift of the electromagnetic wave propagating through a uni-
     form plasma in a waveguide section was derived. By a microwave interferometer
     which has a waveguide section fi11ed with a stationary gaseous discharge plasina in
     the test path, the relative phase shift and hence the electron density was measured at

     10 GC/S as a function of tube current, At the same time, the e}ectren density was
     measured by using Langmuir probe. The electron density measured by Langmuir
     probe was always several times larger than that by microwave method. The difference
     can be explained, assurning a spatial distribution of the electron density in the dis-
     charge plasma.

1. Introduction

    Microwave techniques have been used for the study of electron loss process

in the afterglow of gaseous discharge (1, 2, 3, 4). The so-called microwave

diagnostics of plasma has prospered recently in connection with the problems of

the controlled thermonuclear fusion (5, 6). There are three methods to measure

electron density and collision frequency of electron in plasma, that is, cavity

method (7), reflection method (8) and propagation method. In the propagation

method it is common to use the microwave interferometer in which the plasma
is either confined in a waveguide section or in a free space (9, 10).

    In this paper, we have derived a relation between the electron density and

the relative phase shift, as well as that between the collision frequency and the

attenuation, when the wave propagates in a waveguide section fiIled with uniform

plasma. Using these relations, we have measured the electron density as a func-

tion of tube current. However, the measured values were different from those

measured by Langmuir probe. The differeRce is naturally expected, since by

Langmuir probe method the electron density is locally rneasured, whereas in

microwave method the whole plasma space is effective.

   AIthough vv'e could not derive a relation between both va}ues, the difference

was explained by considering a spatial electron density distributioR in pl•asma.
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2. Theory of experiment

    The wave propagating in a guide filled with uniform isotropic plasma is

considered. If the cross section of the guide is uniform, the electric vector

propagating along the a-axis, which is the guide axis, is given by (11):

                         E(x, y) exp (-y'tut+7'hg) ,

with
                           h2 ww le2rm feg =: legK-leg ,

where K==K..+dKi. is the specific inductive capacity, le.==2rr/2c and Rc is the

cutoff wavelength. h can be represented in terms of tke phase constant Bp and

the attenuation constant evp as:

                     h== Bp+icup (Sp >O, cup lk O), (1)
where
           i9P " IJI;li-l} {IS re-( ltloC )2}'12[l+{l {w(,r</,..K(ilem./leo),)2}i/2]i12, (2)

                         'and

           ap me ,-/igtt- {Kre- (-Efe',C-)2}ii2[ ww 1+ {1ÅÄ(K,. wwK(ilem./k,),)2} i/2]'i2. (3)

Thus, the relative phase shift deg and the attenuation evg per 2g are given by :

  deg == 2n{1';/12- 2i" {( 2Z,.)2-1{op-B,}i!2[1+{1+((1/zrp.l)?,/-(1opiigi)-FB,))2}'i2]!i2}, (4)

and

  ag "= ,lll-i-- ig-{( /,i )2-1AilB,}i!2[-1-- {1+((R/2,7.7g,/ww(1rpl(B12)i+ lg,))2}ii2]'f2, (s)

      '
where Tma(dip/di)2 and B==yc/to, dif, is the plasma frequency, v. the collision

frequency and lg the air-fi11ed guide wavelength. (4) and (5) reduce to the free

space propagation with Zcr> oo, hence Zg->2.

    For 32<<1, (4) becomes:

. zle. nv 2n[1-{1-(A./R)277}ii2] (radian/2,.). (6)

Moreover, if (7Lg/2)2rp<<1, (6) can be approximated by:

                              lifig xx= n(Rg/7L)2v. (7)
    For the free space, the critical condition for wave propagation is given by

rp==1. For the waveguide, the condition becernes :

                      legK,.-feg -=O or rp me (Z/lg)2, (8)
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wkich is satisfied for the smaller electron density 'o, because of 1<7Lg. In addi-

tion, if we set the signal frequency and the dimensions of waveguide appropriately

in such a way that 2/1.a takes an arbitrary value smaller thaR unity, we can

principally determine the electron density from the critical condition.

   In Fig. 1 are plotted the relative phase shifts dOg, assuming the TEio-mode

wave propagating in an X-band waveguide, and dO for the free space as func-
tions of op. It is evldent that in Fig. 1 ae. is larger than dO, so we can measure

the lower electron density by the waveguide propagation than by the free space

one, for the same min2murn detectable phase shift.
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                  Fig. 1. Relative phase shifts in uniform plasma.

                 '
3. Experimenta} equipment

   The block diagram of the microwave interferometer is given in Fig. 2. An

experimental discharge tube is inserted in a specially designed square waveguide

section, a side length of which is equal to the larger side length of the staRdard

guides, which are connected on both sides through tapered ones. The experimental

discharge tube is shown in Fig. 3. The holes of the guide w,all, throttgh which

the discharge tube is inserted, is desired to be as small as possible, so the tube

is made slender in two parts. The tube is also equipped wlth a Langmuir probe,

consisting of wolfgang wire (e.70mm iR diameter and O.34mm in length). The

fiIled gases and gas pressures of each tube are given in Table 1.
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Table 1.

Tube No.

i
Filled gas and
  pressure

l Ar (1 mmKg) +Hg
Ar (O.5) -- Hg

He (O.93)

He <O.27)

Ari (cm-3)

3.0 Å~ IGii

2.1Å~10ii

8.0--12Å~10iO

2.0-s•3.3Å~10iO

IV2 (cm--3)

5.4Å~10ii

3.6 Å~ 10ii

1.0Å~leii

N,IN,

 2.6
3.0•-4.5

3e-5

T,(eK)

2.7Å~i04

5.2Å~104

6.8Å~104

   By adjusting the attenuator and the phase shifter in the nulling path, we

measure the microwave attenuation aRd the phase shift in plasma, then we can

calculate rp aRd B, and hence the electron density and the collision frequency by

(4) and (5). Further we measure the voltage-curreRt characteristics of Langmuir

probe, and calculate the electron density and temperature, for comparison.
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4. Experlmental results

   In calculating the electron density from the phase shlft, the aStenuation terms

are neglected and (6) is used, siRce the gas pressure is }ess thaR one mm Hg in

our experiment. Next, in rneasuring the phase shift, the effect due to tke

impedance mismatching caused by plasma is estimated as follows. When there

is Ro plasma, the phase shift due to the mismatching in the test path is measured

at various VSWR's by adjusting the stubs. The shift due to the mismatching

of the plasma-fi11ed guide is estimated from VSWR at various tube cuyrents.
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                  Fig. 5. VSWR verstts tube current (tube No. 3).

   In Fig. 4 are plotted tlie phase shift and the attenuatlon due to the mismatch-

ing at the frequency f--9.31G GC/S. The measured VSWR is p!otted against the

ttibe current in Fig. 5. In our measurements, ltowever, the phase shifts due to
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mismatching are considerably small in comparison with those in plasma, so they

have been neglected in measurements of the phase shifts in plasma. In Fig. 6

are plotted the electron densities versus the tube current. The values by Lang-

muir probe are several times larger than thoseby microwave method. We shall

discuss it later. In Table 1 are given the electron density Ni measured by

microwave method, the electron density N2 measured by Langmuir probe, the

ratio N2/Ni and the electron temperature T, at the tube current Id=2eOmA for

each discharge tube.
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              Fig. 6. Electron density verstts tube current (tube No. 4).

   In measurement of the microwave attenuation due to plasma,

loss ave in test path measured by adjusting the attenuator in nulling

given by the sum:

                             c}fe ==: cYl -l- C}f2 + a'3 ,

where ai is the loss in the plasma, a2 is the loss due to the

matching, and cr3 is the leakage loss tkrough the holes of guide

esSlmated by measuring VSWR, but the leakage can not. The

test path as a function of tube current is plotted in Fig. 7, though

frequency of electroR cannot be calculated directly from this curve,

     the apparent

      path can be

 refiection by mis-

  wall. a2 can be

apparent loss cuo iR

      the collision
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               Fig. 7. Apparent loss verstts tube current (tube No. 3)

5. Discussion

   As stated above, the electron density measured by Langmuir probe was always

several times larger than that measured by rnicrowave method. The reason for the

difference between these two seems to be as follows. In Langmuir probe method,

the electron density at the point where the probe is located is measured, while

in microwave method, the electron density sornehow averaged over the plasma-

fi11ed guide space is effective for the total relative phase shift. For example, if

the density distribution is three-dimensionally sinusoidal in space, the maximurn

density Ar,. is (x/2)3:='i3.9 times the averaged density N. OR the other hand, if

the plasma in a gulde is unlform along the axis, but the density distribution is

sinusoidal in the cross section, N./N==-(n/2)2'-w2.5. Therefore, the ratio Ar2/Ni

:= 3•-v4 of the present experirnents is to be expected, since Langmuir probe vvas

inserted near the centre of the plasma column.

   In conclusion, the microwave interferometer seerfis to provide a convenient

and easy method for measuring the average electron density in gaseous discharge

plasmas.
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